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Abstract

Rational expectations equilibria (REE) assume that the ex post equilibrium

price function is able to reveal ex ante information. This paper drops the assump-

tion of information revealing prices and instead constructs an internal reason-

ing process through which highly rational price-takers can infer information from

other market participants under the assumption that their utility maximization

problems are common knowledge. Based on this reasoning process, we introduce

the novel competitive equilibrium concept of rationalizable information equilib-

ria (RIE). Our formal analysis establishes that (i) the RIE concept amounts to

a re�nement of the (generalized) REE concept whereby (ii) REE with interior

net-trades are generically RIE.
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1 Introduction

The concept of rational expectations equilibria (REE) is the standard general equilibrium

concept for asset exchange economies with asymmetric information.1 Denote by P :


! RM+ a price function which assigns in every state of the world ! 2 
 prices to the
economy�s M assets. The REE concept is based on two assumptions:

1. The price-taking agents ex ante anticipate a price function P which ex post turns

out to be the equilibrium price function;

2. In addition to his private information, every agent uses ex ante the information

that is ex post revealed through the equilibrium price function formally de�ned as

the inverse of P , i.e.,

[P ]�1 (!) � 
 for ! 2 
. (1)

Because of the commonly observed information (1), REE with a su¢ ciently information-

sensitive price function reveal to each agent the other agents�private information (cf.

Radner 1979; Allen 1981; Grossman 1981). Irrespective of any asymmetric private in-

formation REE thus reduce generically to equilibria under uncertainty whose properties

are well-studied in the literature (see, e.g., Radner 1982 and references therein). In ad-

dition, such fully revealing REE o¤er a theoretical justi�cation for Fama�s (1970) notion

of information e¢ cient asset markets.

Despite these attractive features of REE it is an unresolved issue through which

mechanism ex post equilibrium prices might be able to reveal ex ante information.2

Consider, e.g., a risky asset with random payo¤

X (!) =

(
x if ! 2 
1
y if ! 2 
2

such that x 6= y where f
1;
2g is a partition of the state space. Under the assumption
of information revealing prices an ex-post market clearing price function

P (!) = X (!) for ! 2 
 (2)

1Early examples of �ful�lled expectations� equilibria (=REE) appear in Green (1975), Grossman

(1977), and Kreps (1977). Radner (1979) provides a general de�nition of REE as well as a generic

existence result for revealing REE.
2Compare, e.g., Kreps (1977, p. 36): �At this point, the reader is entitled to conclude that (1)

[=the REE concept, the author] is a highly idealized, and highly suspect, way of modeling the �prices

transmit information�phenomenon.�For a more recent criticism of the REE concept see, e.g., O�Hara

(1997), Brunnermeier (2001), and references therein.
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informs every agent ex ante about the asset�s true value irrespective of the agents�

private information in the ex ante situation. That is, even if all agents are completely

uncertain about the asset�s true value before they enter the market, the price function

(2) is supposedly able to tell them the asset�s true value. In other words, without further

quali�cations the assumption of information revealing prices amounts to the magic power

of foretelling the asset�s future value. Foretelling the future, however, does not capture

the notion of highly rational market participants who try to infer private information of

other price-taking market participants from their net-trade choices at given prices.

To address the open issue of how highly rational agents may infer information in a

competitive equilibrium environment, this paper introduces the novel equilibrium con-

cept of rationalizable information equilibria (RIE). The RIE concept drops the REE

assumption of information revealing prices and instead assumes that information might

be inferred in a market situation through an internal reasoning process. In analogy to

game-theoretic rationalizability concepts3 (Bernheim 1984; Pearce 1984; Moulin 1984;

Zimper 2006), we assume that every agent understands the utility maximization problem

of any other agent, who in turn also understands the other agents�utility maximization

problems, and so forth. However, whereas the players of a strategic game determine

through the rationalization process which strategies might possibly be chosen, our price-

taking agents determine which information cells of the other agents are consistent with

utility maximizing behavior and the common knowledge thereof. That is, in an RIE the

equilibrium net-trade choices of all agents at equilibrium prices must be consistent with

the assumption that it is common knowledge between all agents that they are utility

maximizing price-takers. In contrast to the REE concept, in an RIE the equilibrium

prices themselves do not reveal any information but rather the agents�net-trade choices

at given prices.

We start out in Section 2 with a motivating example that further illustrates why

the assumption of information revealing prices is not a good characterization of the

information that can be inferred by highly rational market participants. Asset exchange

economies are formally introduced in Section 3. Section 4 de�nes the central notion of

�market information equilibria�which subsumes all equilibria discussed in the present

paper. In addition to the standard general equilibrium conditions of utility maximization

and market-clearing, any market information equilibrium must satisfy epistemic and

measurability conditions. In particular, we require that in any equilibrium each agent

3As a general equilibrium concept with price-taking agents, the RIE concept does not amount to

any strategic reformulation of exchange economies under asymmetric information in the sense of, e.g.,

Guesnerie (1992) or Heinemann (1997) who both use rationalizable strategy pro�les as a strategic

foundation for speci�c competitive equilibria.
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(i) knows his equilibrium information, (ii) cannot learn more than the aggregate private

(=full communication) information that exists in the economy, and (iii) will not forget

his private information in the equilibrium. Moreover, the equilibrium price function and

the net-trade function of each agent must be measurable with respect to his equilibrium

information. Section 5 then constructs the internal reasoning process which is used in

the formal de�nition of our RIE concept.

The mathematical analysis of Section 6 �rst investigates the formal relationship

between RIE, on the one hand, and equilibria with rational expectations, on the other

hand. In addition to the REE concept, we also consider generalized rational expectations

equilibria (GREE) discussed in Allen and Jordan (1998). The equilibrium information

of an GREE in state ! consists of each agent i�s private information augmented with

the information revealed by the market-signal

[P ]�1 (!) \ [�j 6=i]�1 (!) � 


which combines (1) with the inverse of the other agents�net-trade functions [�j 6=i]
�1

evaluated at !. The following �ndings emerge.

� Any RIE is also an GREE but the converse statement is not true.

� Any RIE with one-one4 price function is also an REE but not every REE with
one-one price function is also an RIE.

� RIE without one-one price functions are not necessarily REE.

In other words, the RIE concept stands for a re�nement of the GREE concept that

subjects GREE price- and net-trade functions to a consistency test in the form of the

RIE internal reasoning process.

Next, Section 6 investigates the relationship between RIE, on the one hand, and full

communication equilibria (FCE), on the other hand. FCE are market information equi-

libria whose equilibrium information coincides with the full communication information.

Our main analytical insight can be roughly stated as follows.

� For asset-exchange economies whose net-trade correspondences are characterized
through �rst-order conditions, FCE with interior equilibrium net-trades are gener-

ically RIE.

4A price (or market-signal) function is one-one if it takes on di¤erent values for di¤erent full com-

munication information cells.
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Since REE with one-one price functions, as well as GREE with one-one market-signal

functions, are also FCE, such equilibria with rational expectations are�under suitable

circumstances�also RIE. In other words, the REE assumption of information revealing

prices works often, but not always, as a shortcut for the RIE internal reasoning process.

In developing a notion of highly rational market participants which is an alternative

to the REE assumption of information revealing prices, this paper shares some motiva-

tion with the market-microstructure literature (cf. O�Hara 1997). This literature has

been challenging the realistic appeal of the REE concept by arguing that REE ignore,

for example, the possible existence of liquidity/noise traders, the role of market makers,

the strategic dimension of trading under asymmetric information and so forth. How-

ever, in contrast to strategic bidding models (e.g., Kyle 1989; Reny and Perry 2006)

described in the market-microstructure literature, the RIE concept is not about strate-

gic foundations of asset trade but rather it combines general equilibrium analysis with

an explicit description of the agents�reasoning processes. As a competitive equilibrium

concept with Walrasian price-takers the RIE concept thus remains prone to some of the

realistic-appeal criticism originally directed against the REE concept.

2 Motivating example

We analyze an example which illustrates that the REE assumption of information reveal-

ing prices allows an uninformed investors to correctly predict a risky asset�s true value.

We further argue that such foretelling of the asset�s value is not equivalent to the infor-

mation that a highly rational but uninformed investor may infer from his understanding

of an insider�s utility maximization problem.

Example 1: Insider information. Consider the state space


 = f!H ; !Lg

and suppose that there exist two real assets�one risky, the other risk-free�

with the following payo¤s measured in the single consumption good:

X1 X2

!H 2 1

!L
1
2

1

The two agents, A and B, have identical asset endowments (ei;1; ei;2) = (1; 2)

whereby their physically possible net-trades lie in the intervals �i;1 = [�1; 1],
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�i;2 = [�2; 2]. The agents�private information cells are given as

IPIA 2 ff!Hg ; f!Lgg ,
IPIB = f
g ,

respectively. Agent A is thus the �insider�who has perfect knowledge about

the risky asset�s true value whereas agent B is an �uninformed investor�who

cannot directly observe the asset�s true value.

Next suppose that in an equilibrium agent B somehow learns the true

state of the world. Then every agent i maximizes for each ! 2 
 the utility

ui (�i; !) = X1 (!) (�i;1 + ei;1) +X2 (!) (�i;2 + ei;2)

over possible net-trades �i 2 �i subject to the budget constraint at equilib-
rium prices P : 
! R2+

P1 (!) �i;1 + P2 (!) �i;2 = 0.

By choosing the single consumption good as numeraire, we obtain the unique

equilibrium price function Pm (!) = Xm (!) for all m and !. At equilibrium

prices agent i�s utility in state ! 2 
 becomes

ui (�i; !) = X1 (!) ei;1 + ei;2

so that he is indi¤erent between all possible net-trades. The following equi-

librium net-trade functions �A : 
! �A of the insider A are thus supported

by this equilibrium price function: for any x; y 2 [�1; 1]

�A;1 �A;2

!H x �2x
!L y �1

2
y

(3)

whereby agent B�s equilibrium net-trades satisfy �B = ��A.�

The above equilibrium price function is one-one because of

P1 (!H) = 2 and P1 (!L) =
1

2
, (4)

implying

[P ]�1 (!) = f!g for all !:
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Consequently, the �A in (3) constitute for all values x; y 2 [�1; 1] REE net-trades.
Suppose that we are in state !H and focus on the REE where the insider o¤ers to sell

all units of the risky asset irrespective of the state of the world, i.e.,

�A;1 (!H) = �A;1 (!L) = �1 (5)

In this situation, the uninformed agent B would observe exactly two things on the

market: (i) agent A wants to sell all units of the risky asset and (ii) the price is high,

i.e., 2. Through the REE assumption of information revealing prices the REE price

function (4) guarantees that the high price of 2 can only be observed in the good state

!H whereas the low price of 12 can only be observed in the bad state !L. In other words,

the one-one REE price function allows the uninformed investor to correctly predict the

asset�s true value. As a consequence, there cannot be any market exchange in an REE

through which the uninformed investor B might be ripped o¤ by the insider A. But

since the REE concept does not further explain where this magic power of foretelling is

coming from, the Kreps quote (footnote 2) about �a highly idealized, and highly suspect,

way of modeling the �prices transmit information�phenomenon�comes to mind.

To better understand why the REE net-trades (5) are problematic, let us abandon the

REE assumption of information revealing prices and sketch instead an internal reasoning

process through which agent B might (or might not) infer A�s private information.

The price-taking agent A�s net-trade o¤er �A (!) in state ! is, by assumption, utility

maximizing at the observed prices P (!) conditional on A�s private information IPIA (!)

in state !; that is,

�A (!) 2 'A
�
P (!) ; IPIA (!)

�
where 'A (P (!) ; IA (!)) denotes agent A�s net-trade correspondence evaluated at state

! and IPIA (!) = f!g. Fix for the risk-free asset P2 (!) = 1 and rewrite agent A�s utility
maximization problem over net-trades in the risky asset 1 as follows

'A;1
�
P1 (!) ; I

PI
A (!)

�
= arg max

�A;12[�1;1]
(X1 (!)� P1 (!)) �A;1 +X1 (!) eA;1 + eA;2

for all !. At the high price P1 (!) = 2, agent A�s utility maximizing net-trades become

'A;1 (2; f!Hg) = [�1; 1] (6)

'A;1 (2; f!Lg) = f�1g .

If B understands A�s maximization problem (6), he knows that the price-taking

utility maximizer A would choose any net-trade �A;1 (!) 2 (�1; 1] only in the good
state !H . Agent B can then infer from a net-trade o¤er �A;1 (!) 2 (�1; 1] at price
P1 (!) = 2 that the true state of the world must be !H . However, if agent B observes
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the net-trade o¤er �A;1 (!) = �1 at price P1 (!) = 2, he cannot infer the true state of
the world because �A;1 (!) = �1 is utility maximizing in both states. Similarly, at the
low price P1 (!) = 1

2
we have that

'A;1

�
1

2
; f!Hg

�
= f1g

'A;1

�
1

2
; f!Lg

�
= [�1; 1]

so that agent B infers at the low price the true state of the world from any net-trade

o¤er �A;1 (!) 2 [�1; 1) but not from �A;1 (!) = 1. To sum up: Under the assumptions

that (i) A is a utility-maximizing price-taker and that (ii) B understands A�s utility-

maximization problem, A�s insider information becomes revealed to B except for A�s

REE net-trade o¤ers where

�A;1 (!H) = �1 or �A;1 (!L) = 1. (7)

The above idea that a highly rational agent may infer private information of other

price-taking agents from their utility maximizing behavior will be at the heart of our

novel RIE concept. In Section 6 we come back to this example and establish that only

the REE (7) fail to be also RIE. Our Theorem 3 will also show that it is not particular

to this example that REE with non-interior trades may fail to be RIE.

3 Asset exchange economies

We consider a static asset exchange economy with n � 2 expected utility maximizing

agents who tradeM � 2 assets on an ex ante market at given prices. Agent i 2 f1; :::; ng
has initial endowment ei;m � 0 of asset m 2 f1; :::;Mg. The ex post payo¤s of all assets
are units of a single consumption good. There are K � 2 di¤erent payo¤-relevant states
of the world ! 2 
. Denote by � the powerset of 
, which we use as our default

sigma-algebra. The ex post payo¤ of asset m 2 f1; :::;Mg is given by the �-measurable
function Xm : 
! [0;1). In addition to the payo¤s of his asset-portfolio each agent i
may receive a random income given by the �-measurable function Yi : 
! [0;1). For
each agent i de�ne the probability space (
;�; �i) such that agent i�s subjective beliefs

are described by the additive probability measure �i with full support on 
.

Central to our approach are information mappings Ii : 
 ! � satisfying, for all

! 2 
, ! 2 Ii (!). We call Ii (!) the information-cell of agent i in state ! with

the interpretation that if ! is the true state of the world, i regards all states !0 2
Ii (!) as possible whereas he regards all states !0 =2 Ii (!) as impossible. Note that,

8



by assumption, the agent always regards the true state as possible. Every information

mapping Ii generates the collection of sets

fIi (!) j ! 2 
g (8)

which is a covering of 
 but not necessarily a partition. If (8) constitutes a partition,

we also denote this collection by � and write � (�) for the sigma-algebra generated by

�.

Let ui : [0;1)! R denote a strictly increasing utility function de�ned over ex post
consumption. Conditional on the information Ii (!) agent i�s expected utility (EU) from

net-trade �i 2 RM is given as

E [ui (�) ; �i (� j Ii (!))] (9)

=
X

!02Ii(!)

ui

 
MX
m=1

Xm (!
0) (�i;m + ei;m) + Yi (!

0)

!
�i (!

0 j Ii (!)) .

Next de�ne the function P : 
! RM+ with the interpretation that P (!) is the asset

price vector that agent i observes when he enters the market in state !. For a �xed price

function P the set of budget-feasible net-trades of agent i in state ! 2 
 is

Bi (!) = f�i 2 �i j P (!) �i = 0g (10)

where the non-empty set �i � RM contains all units of assets that can physically be

traded by agent i. Agent i�s net-trade correspondence at prices P (!) and information

cell Ii (!) is then de�ned as

'i (P (!) ; Ii (!)) � arg max
�i2Bi(!)

X
!02Ii(!)

ui

 
MX
m=1

Xm (!
0) (�i;m + ei;m) + Yi (!

0)

!
�i (!

0 j Ii (!)) .

(11)

The above notion of asset exchange economies with a single consumption good covers

several classes of economies discussed in the literature. For example, consider a real-asset

exchange economy such that, for all i and all m, ei;m � 0 and �i;m =
h
�ei;m;

P
j 6=i ej;m

i
.

Regardless of the price vector, any agent i cannot sell more units of the real asset m

than he initially owns; nor can he buy more units of the asset than owned by all other

agents. Under symmetric information, a real-asset exchange economy would reduce to a

static version of Lucas�s (1978) �fruit-tree�economy in which di¤erent assets correspond

to di¤erent apple orchards whose apple (=the numeraire) crop is uncertain from an ex

ante perspective. Real-asset exchange economies (with Yi = 0 and without an upper

bound on �i) are, e.g., considered in Radner (1979).
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In contrast to real-assets, which stand for (random) single-good production units,

�nancial assets stand for state-contingent claims (=�payo¤ promises�) to the single con-

sumption good.5 Making such �promises� does not require any physical endowments

of the good nor is there necessarily any limit to the physical amount that might be

promised, e.g., we can have that, for all i and all m, ei;m = 0 and �i;m = R. Fi-
nancial asset economies with a single consumption good are the workhorse models of

the asset pricing literature because they allow to investigate the relationship between

consumption-based general equilibrium and arbitrage-free asset pricing models (cf., e.g.,

Chapter 1 in Du¢ e 2001 or Dybvig and Ross 2003). In particular, the theoretically im-

portant benchmark model of complete asset markets is characterized through �i = Rm

for all i combined with a payo¤ matrix of rank K so that the possible portfolio payo¤s

span the whole space RK .
Finally, recall that pure speculation economies are characterized through agents who

share a common prior and who only care about gains from trade (Tirole 1982). Pure

speculation economies are special cases of asset exchange economies under the following

speci�cations: (i) all agents share a common prior � = �i, (ii) there exists a risk-free

numeraire good M such that PM (!) = XM (!) = 1 for all ! whereby �i;M = R is

unbounded, and (iii) there is neither any initial endowment, i.e., ei = 0, nor any random

income, i.e., Yi = 0. Substituting the budget-condition (10) in the expected utility

function (9) results in the following net-trade correspondence on �i � RM�1 for a pure

speculation economy:

'i (P (!) ; Ii (!)) � argmax
�i2�i

X
!02Ii(!)

ui

 
M�1X
m=1

(Xm (!
0)� Pm (!)) �i;m

!
� (!0 j Ii (!)) .

(12)

4 Market information equilibria

4.1 Formal de�nition

Prior to meeting on the market the information of any agent i 2 f1; :::; ng is described
by his private information mapping IPIi : 
! � such that�

IPIi (!) j ! 2 

	

constitutes a partition of 
. The standard epistemic interpretation is that agent i knows

in state ! every event A � � such that IPIi (!) � A. Private information mappings
5By de�ning in a �nancial asset exchange economy the expected utility (9) over �payo¤ promises�

rather than physical consumption, we implicitly assume that all agents are convinced that any such

promises will be ful�lled regardless of who promises how much.
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are exogenous to the model. We speak of an economy under asymmetric information

whenever there are agents i; j 2 f1; :::; ng such that IPIi (!) 6= IPIj (!) for some !.

For a given IPI de�ne the full communication information mapping IFC : 
 ! �

such that, for all ! 2 
,

IFC (!) =
n\
i=1

IPIi (!) . (13)

Note that �
IFC (!) j ! 2 


	
constitutes a partition �FC given as the join (=coarsest common re�nement) of all pri-

vate information partitions.6 The full communication information partition �FC would

arise if all agents truthfully shared their private information. As a compact notation for

�xed individual information mappings and priors we write hI; �i where I = (I1; :::; In)
and � = (�1; :::; �n).

De�nition. Market Information Equilibria. Fix some private information-belief
structure



IPI ; �

�
and consider a mapping

(P;�) � (P1; :::; PM ; �1; :::;�n) : 
! RM+ � RnM .

A market information equilibrium is given as (P;�) hI; �i such that P , �, and the
equilibrium information I = (I1; :::; In) satisfy the following conditions:

1. for all i 2 f1; :::; ng, the equilibrium information mapping Ii constitutes a partition

�i = fIi (!) j ! 2 
g ;

2. for all i 2 f1; :::; ng and all ! 2 
,

IFC (!) � Ii (!) � IPIi (!) .

3. for all i 2 f1; :::; ng, P and �i are � (�i)-measurable;

4. for all i 2 f1; :::; ng and all ! 2 
,

�i (!) 2 'i (P (!) ; Ii (!)) ;

5. for all ! 2 
,
nX
i=1

�i (!) = 0.

6Cf., Aumann (1976).
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The Partition Condition 1 is a rationality requirement by which each agent�s equi-

librium information conforms to the standard set-theoretic knowledge axioms (see, e.g.,

Battigalli and Bonanno 1998). In other words, the rational agent is required to know

his equilibrium information. The Boundary Condition 2 imposes a lower and an up-

per bound for any possible equilibrium information cells. By this condition, an agent

can neither forget his private information nor can he learn more about the assets�true

values than might be revealed by the full communication information. The Measur-

ability Condition 3 ensures that the commonly observable equilibrium prices and any

agent�s net-trade decision cannot possibly reveal more information than the agent actu-

ally knows in the equilibrium. Conditions 4 and 5 are the familiar general equilibrium

utility-maximization and market-clearing conditions, respectively, which must hold in

every state of the world.

4.2 Full communication equilibria

A relevant special case of market information equilibria are equilibria in which the equi-

librium information is given as the full communication information.

De�nition. Full Communication Equilibria (FCE). An FCE is a market infor-
mation equilibrium (P;�) hI; �i such that, for all i 2 f1; :::; ng, Ii = IFC.

FCE are analytically important because they are equilibria under uncertainty whose

properties have been extensively studied in the �nancial markets literature. For ex-

ample, for complete �nancial-asset markets FCE (i) exist under standard conditions

(guaranteeing, e.g., that the expected utility functions are continuous and quasiconcave

in net-trades), (ii) are Pareto optimal, and (iii) equilibrium asset prices are characterized

through equilibrium prices for Arrow-Debreu securities.

Since our notion of asset exchange economies falls under the class of single-consumption

(=numeraire) good economies, FCE also exist for incomplete asset markets under stan-

dard conditions (cf. Geanakoplos and Polemarchakis 1986; for surveys on the related

literature see Polemarchakis 1990; Geanakoplos 1990).

For pure speculation economies (12) Tirole (1982, Proposition 1) shows that there

always exist zero-trade FCE when the utility functions are concave; (for strictly concave

utility functions any FCE must be a zero-trade FCE). Moreover, it can be shown that

the equilibrium prices of these FCE are given as the assets�IFC-conditional expected

values.
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4.3 Equilibria with rational expectations

The standard approach towards determining the equilibrium information in market in-

formation equilibria is Radner�s (1979) concept of rational expectations equilibria (REE).

According to the REE concept, every agent�s equilibrium information results from his

private information augmented with the information revealed through the equilibrium

price function.7 Formally, de�ne the price signal in state ! as the inverse of the price

function P evaluated in state !:

[P ]�1 (!) � f!0 2 
 j P (!0) = P (!)g .

De�nition. Rational Expectations Equilibria (REE). An REE is a market in-
formation equilibrium

(P;�) hI� [P ] ; �i

such that, for all i and all !,

I�i [P ] (!) � IPIi (!) \ [P ]�1 (!) .

An alternative rational expectations concept is the concept of generalized rational

expectations equilibria (GREE) (Allen and Jordan 1998). In an GREE agents augment

their private information with the information revealed through the market signal which

consists of the price signal plus the information that can be learnt from the other agents�

net-trades. The information that agent i learns from observing agent j�s net-trade o¤er

in state ! is de�ned as the inverse of j�s net-trade function:

[�j]
�1 (!) � f!0 2 
 j �j (!0) = �j (!)g .

The information that i learns from observing all other agents�net-trade o¤ers in state

! is thus given as

[��i]
�1 (!) �

\
j 6=i

[�j]
�1 (!) :

7Note that Radner�s de�nition of rational expectations in terms of a correctly understood equilibrium

price function under asymmetric information is very di¤erent from Muth�s (1961) rational expectations

hypothesis according to which producers should base their supply decisions on an unbiased estimator

for the mean of the economy�s objective distribution of future prices.
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De�nition. Generalized Rational Expectations Equilibria (GREE). An GREE
is a market information equilibrium

(P;�) hI� [P;�] ; �i

such that, for all i and all !,

I�i [P;��i] (!) � IPIi (!) \ [P ]�1 (!) \ [��i]�1 (!) . (14)

An equilibrium (P;�) hI; �i has an one-one price function if, and only if, for all !,

[P ]�1 (!) = IFC (!) .

Similarly, an equilibrium (P;�) hI; �i has an one-one market-signal function if, and only
if, for all i and all !,

[P ]�1 (!) \ [��i]�1 (!) = IFC (!) .

Clearly, if the price function is one-one so is the market-signal function whereas the con-

verse statement is not necessarily true. Except for the last fact the following relationships

are obvious and follow readily from the de�nitions.

Facts.

(i) Any REE with one-one price function is also an FCE. Any FCE with one-one price
function is also an REE.

(ii) Any GREE with one-one market-signal function is also an FCE. Any FCE with
one-one market-signal function is also an GREE.

(iii) Any REE with one-one price function is also an GREE. Any GREE with one-one
price function is also an REE.

(iv) An GREE with one-one market signal function is not necessarily an REE.

For real-asset exchange economies with single-valued net-trade correspondences, Rad-

ner (1979) argues that REE with one-one price functions exist generically whereby the

formal proof establishes generic existence of FCE with one-one price functions.8 Kreps

8The details of this genericity argument are somewhat complicated, (in particular, see Radner�s

(1979) discussion of his Assumptions A3(a) and A3(b) on page 676.)
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(1977) constructs a parametrized family of economies such that an REE fails to exist

whenever the parameter value implies a price function that is not one-one. It can be

shown that for these (non-generic) parameter values an GREE with one-one market-

signal function exists despite the non-existence of REE (Kreps�s example is further dis-

cussed below). For a (quite complicated) discussion on how existence of GREE may hold

in situations where existence of REE fails, see Allen and Jordan (1998) and references

therein.

5 Rationalizable information equilibria

The RIE concept is based on an internal reasoning process of every agent, which we

refer to as rationalization process. To focus thoughts, we �rst describe an economy with

two agents i 2 f1; 2g only. Fix an arbitrary price function P and arbitrary net-trade

functions � = (�1;�2) with the interpretation that both agents consider the net-trade

functions �1 and �2 as possible candidates for utility maximizing net-trade functions at

the price function P .

Under the hypothesis that the net-trade function �j is utility maximizing at the

price function P with respect to j�s information, agent i 6= j might be able to infer

something about j�s private information. More speci�cally, i knows in every given state

! all possible information cells of j at which �j (!) is utility maximizing at P (!). If

there is no such information cell, then the function �j can be rejected as not utility

maximizing at P .

Suppose now that both agents are highly rational in the sense that they both un-

derstand what the other agent has just inferred. Then agent i 2 f1; 2g might be able
to infer something new about j�s information under the maintained hypothesis that �j
is utility maximizing at the price function P with respect to j�s information that must

now include whatever j had just inferred from i�s supposed utility maximizing choice �i
at P .

Again suppose that both agents understand what the other agent has just inferred

at the previous rationalization stage and proceed with this rationalization process until

either one of the following two events occurs:

1. Either the hypothesis of utility maximizing net-trade functions is rejected for at

least one agent. Then the rationalization process is prematurely terminated.

2. Or both agents stop inferring anything new from this internal reasoning process

to the e¤ect that this process has converged and leaves each agent with his ratio-

nalizable information at P;�.
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Let us now construct a formal model for this iterative reasoning process of both

agents at arbitrary P;�. For all ! 2 
, we initialize the rationalizable information at
�rationalization stage�k = 0 as the agents�private information, i.e.,

IR;0i (!) � IPIi (!) .

At stage k = 1, we assume that agent i understands that agent j�s net-trade �j (!)

maximizes j�s expected utility at P (!) with respect to some information cell Ij that

agent j may hold. First, let us characterize the �possibility�set, denoted Pki;j (!), which
contains all information cells Ij that j may possibly hold from the perspective of agent

i given his rationalizable information IR;k�1i (!) at stage k � 1.
On the one hand, agent i knows from his information IR;k�1i (!) that agent j�s private

information could be any information cell IR;k�1j (!0) such that !0 2 IR;k�1i (!) are the

states that agent i perceives as possible with respect to his rationalizable information in

state ! at stage k � 1. We take IR;k�1j (!0) as j�s least informative information possible

in any state. On the other hand, agent i also knows that agent j�s maximally possible

information in any state !0 2 IR;k�1i (!) is given as IFC (!0).

Having identi�ed for each state an upper and a lower bound for j�s possible informa-

tion from the perspective of i�s information cell IR;k�1i (!), we de�ne the possibility set

as all information cells between these two bounds as follows

Pki;j
�
IR;k�1i (!)

�
�

[
!02IR;k�1i (!)

n
Ij 2 � j IFC (!0) � Ij � IR;k�1j (!0)

o
. (15)

Given the possibility set (15), agent i can now rationalize �j (!) as j�s expected

utility maximizing choice at P (!) with respect to some information cell Ij 2 Pki;j (!).
Formally, agent i infers from the observation of P (!) ;�j (!) the following information

at stage k = 1

Iki;j (!) �
[

Ij2Pki;j(I
R;k�1
i (!))

�
!0 2 Ij j �j (!) 2 'j (P (!) ; Ij)

	
=

[
fIj2Pki;j(IR;k�1i (!))j�j(!)2'j(P (!);Ij)g

Ij.

In words: Iki (!) is the union of all information cells Ij of agent j such that (i) agent i

deems Ij possible with respect to his information I
R;k�1
i (!) and (ii) �j (!) maximizes

at Ij j�s utility given the price vector P (!).

Finally, we augment this information Iki;j (!) with i�s information at stage k � 1 to
obtain the information cell

IR;1i (!) � I1i;j (!) \ I
R;0
i (!) (16)
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which we interpret as the rationalizable information of agent i in state ! at stage k = 1

and which is (weakly) more informative than agent i�s rationalizable information in state

! at stage k� 1. An analogous argument results in agent j�s rationalizable information
in state ! at stage k = 1

IR;1j (!) � I1j;i (!) \ I
R;0
j (!) . (17)

At k = 2, we assume that, for all ! 2 
, (16) and (17) is common knowledge

between both agents. Consequently, we can apply the same reasoning process as under

k = 1 whereby we have to substitute IR;1i and IR;1j for IR;0i and IR;0j , respectively. For

example, the set of j�s information cells which i deems possible with respect to his newly

rationalized information (16) becomes, for ! 2 
,

P2i;j
�
IR;1i (!)

�
�

[
!02IR;1i (!)

n
Ij 2 � j IFC (!0) � Ij � IR;1j (!0)

o
.

The following de�nition summarizes the above argument and generalizes it to an

arbitrary number of agents and rationalization stages.

De�nition. Rationalizable information given P;�

1. Fix some private information-belief structure


IPI ; �

�
and some �

�
�FC

�
-

measurable (P;�) : 
! RM+ � RnM .

2. Initialize, for all i and all ! 2 
,

IR;0i (!) � IPIi (!) .

For all k � 1 and all ! 2 
, de�ne recursively the rationalizable information
of agent i at stage k as

IR;ki (!) �
\
j 6=i

Iki;j (!) \ I
R;k�1
i (!)

such that

Iki;j (!) �
[

fIj2Pki;j(IR;k�1i (!))j�j(!)2'j(P (!);Ij)g
Ij

where

Pki;j
�
IR;k�1i (!)

�
�

[
!02IR;k�1i (!)

n
Ij 2 � j IFC (!0) � Ij � IR;k�1j (!0)

o
.
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3. If there is some Iki;j (!) = ;, we prematurely terminate the rationalization
process and conclude that �j cannot be utility maximizing at P . If there are

no Iki;j (!) = ;, we de�ne agent i�s rationalizable information at P;� as the

information mapping IRi [P;�] : 
! � such that

IRi [P;�] (!) �
1\
k=0

IR;ki (!) . (18)

If there is no premature9 termination, the
n
IR;ki (!)

o
k�0

constitute a nested sequence

IR;0i (!) � IR;1i (!) � :::.

By �niteness of 
 and n, the rationalization process will thus converge after �nitely

many steps for any functions P;� whenever there is no premature termination. Our

preferred interpretation is that the highly rational agents of our model �mentally test�

the functions P;� whereby they go through the above reasoning process to determine

the rationalizable information at P;� in every state of the world ! 2 
. A rationalizable
information equilibrium (RIE) is then characterized through the consistency condition

that the equilibrium price function clears markets in every state whereby the agents�

net-trade functions are utility maximizing with respect to the rationalizable information

at the equilibrium price and net-trade functions.

De�nition. Rationalizable information equilibria (RIE). Fix some private
information-belief structure



IPI ; �

�
. An RIE is a market information equilibrium

(P;�)


IR [P;�] ; �

�
(19)

whenever IRi [P;�], given by (18), constitutes a partition for all i.

Note that the above de�nition emphasizes that the rationalizable information at P

and � has to be a partition. If IRi [P;�] exists (i.e., I
R
i [P;�] (!) is non-empty for all

!) but does not constitute a partition for every i, then (P;�)


IR [P;�] ; �

�
fails to be a

market information equilibrium and is therefore not an RIE. We illustrate in some detail

the above rationalization process in Appendix B.

9Premature termination happens whenever some market variables P;�j violate the assumption that

a price-taking agent j maximizes his utility conditional on the information that he has learnt from the

above rationalization process.
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6 Formal analysis

This section investigates the formal relationships between RIE and other market infor-

mation equilibria.

6.1 RIE versus GREE

We start out with the relationship between RIE and GREE.

Theorem 1. RIE versus GREE.

(i) Any RIE is also an GREE.

(ii) An GREE is not necessarily an RIE.

The proof of part (i), relegated to the Appendix, uses the following lemma (also

proved in the Appendix).

Lemma 1. In an RIE (P;�)


IR [P;�] ; �

�
an agent cannot learn more information

than his private information augmented with the market signal, i.e., for all i and

all ! 2 
,
I�i [P;��i] (!) � IRi [P;�] (!) (20)

with I�i [P;��i] given by (14).

By Lemma 1 there exists a lower bound for the rationalizable information IR [P;�]

in any RIE which is given by the GREE equilibrium information I� [P;�]. The formal

proof of part (i) of Theorem 1 then simply uses the Measurability Condition of market

information equilibria to show that

I�i [P;��i] (!) � IRi [P;�] (!)

is impossible. Consequently, (20) holds with equality whenever the RIE (P;�)


IR [P;�] ; �

�
exists, which gives the desired result.

To prove part (ii), revisit Example 1 �Insider Information� from Section 2. Recall

that all REE (P;�) hI� [P ] ; �i are characterized as follows: for all x; y 2 [�1; 1],

P1 P2 �A;1 �A;2

!H 2 1 x �2x
!L

1
2

1 y �1
2
y
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with �B = ��A. Since the REE price function is one-one, all these REE are also GREE.
For �A;1 (!H) = x 2 (�1; 1], we have

IRB [P;�] (!H) = I1B;A (!H) =
[

fIA2ff!Hg;f!Lggjx2'A;1(P1(!H)=2;IA)g
IA

= f!Hg

while we have for �A;1 (!L) = y 2 [�1; 1) that

IRB [P;�] (!L) = I1B;A (!L) =
[

fIA2ff!Hg;f!Lggjy2'A;1(P1(!L)= 1
2
;IA)g

IA

= f!Lg .

For the values �A;1 (!H) 2 (�1; 1] and �A;1 (!L) 2 [�1; 1), agent B thus learns A�s pri-
vate information through the rationalization process so that the corresponding REE/GREE

are also RIE.

However, for �A;1 (!H) = x = �1 we have that

IRB [P;�] (!H) = I1B;A (!H) =
[

fIA2ff!Hg;f!Lggj�12'A;1(P1(!H)=2;IA)g
IA

= f!H ; !Lg

while we have for �A;1 (!L) = y = 1

IRB [P;�] (!L) = I1B;A (!L) =
[

fIA2ff!Hg;f!Lggj12'A;1(P1(!L)= 1
2
;IA)g

IA

= f!H ; !Lg .

Consequently, the following three di¤erent cases of B�s rationalizable information can

arise for which A�s private information is not revealed through the rationalization process

at REE/GREE prices and net-trades:

IRB [P;�] for x = �1, y 2 [�1; 1) x 2 (�1; 1], y = 1 x = �1, y = 1
!H f!H ; !Lg f!Hg f!H ; !Lg
!L f!Lg f!H ; !Lg f!H ; !Lg

In all three cases the rationalizable information IRB [P;�] violates the conditions of

market information equilibria. The REE/GREE corresponding to the �rst two cases

violate the Partition Condition whereas the REE/GREE corresponding to the last case

violates the Measurability Condition for the one-one equilibrium price function. Conse-

quently, these REE/GREE are not RIE. ��
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6.2 RIE versus REE

Turn now to the formal relationship between RIE and REE.

Theorem 2. RIE versus REE.

(i) Any RIE with one-one price function is also an REE.

(ii) An REE with one-one price function is not necessarily an RIE.

(iii) An RIE without an one-one price function is not necessarily an REE.

Part (i) follows from Theorem 1 since an RIE with one-one price function is also an

GREE with one-one price function which is also an REE (see the facts from Section

3). We did already prove part (ii) when we revisited Example 1 to show that not all

REE/GREE with one-one price function are RIE. To prove part (iii), let us recall Kreps�s

(1977) example about the possible non-existence of REE.

Example 2. Kreps (1977) derives the net-trade functions

�A (!) = E [X; � (� j I (!))]� P (!)
�B (!) = E [X; � (� j I (!))]� P (!)� YB (!)

under the assumption that both agents, A and B, have information I (!) 2
f
1;
2g. Suppose now that�PIA = f
1;
2g and�PIB = f
g; that is, whereas
agent A has private information about 
1 versus 
2, agent B cannot distin-

guish between both events. For the parametrization

E [X; � (� j I (!))] =
(
4 if ! 2 
1
5 if ! 2 
2

YB (!) =

(
2 if ! 2 
1
4 if ! 2 
2

there exists an GREE (P;�) hI� [P;�] ; �i with one-one market signal func-
tion such that

P (!) �A (!)

! 2 
1 3 1

! 2 
2 3 2
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and �B = ��A (!) since the di¤erent equilibrium net-trade o¤ers by A

reveal 
1 versus 
2 to agent B. However, this GREE does not come with an

one-one price function so that agent B cannot learn from P (!) whether event


1 or 
2 has occurred. Since B�s net-trade must thus, by the Measurability

Condition, be constant across 
1 and 
2 in any REE, markets cannot clear in

both events. Consequently, there does not exist any REE for this example.�

To establish that an RIE without an one-one price function is not necessarily an REE,

it remains to be shown that the GREE in Kreps�s example is also an RIE. Observe that

P1B;A
�
IR;0B (!) = 


�
=

[
!02


n
IA 2 � j IFC (!0) � IA � IR;0A (!0)

o
= f
1;
2g

so that, for all ! with P (!) = 3 and �A (!) = 1,

I1B;A (!) =
[

fIA2f
1;
2gj12'A(3;IA)g

Ij

= 
1

whereas, for all ! with P (!) = 3 and �A (!) = 2,

I1B;A (!) =
[

fIA2f
1;
2gj22'A(3;IA)g

Ij

= 
2.

That is, B infers at rationalization stage k = 1 the full communication information.

Consequently, the rationalizable information, IR [P;�], coincides with the GREE infor-

mation, I� [P;�], so that (P;�) hI� [P;�] ; �i is an RIE.��

6.3 RIE versus FCE

We address the question under which conditions FCE are (generically) also RIE. Recall

that Radner (1979) presents conditions which ensure generic existence of FCE with one-

one price functions. Since FCE with one-one price functions are REE, Radner�s (1979)

analysis implies a generic existence result for REE.

Our approach is di¤erent. We start out with an existing FCE�with or without one-

one price or/and one-one market signal function�whereby such existence might or might

not be implied by standard conditions. In a next step, we ask under which circumstances

this FCE might fail to be an RIE. Finally, we identify properties of FCE which ensure

that such circumstances can only occur in non-generic situations.
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Technical assumptions.

A1. For all i, �i is a convex subset of RM .

A2. For all i, the utility functions ui are continuously di¤erentiable and concave.

Assumptions A1 and A2 are standard in the literature as they allow us to describe

optimal net-trades in terms of �rst-order conditions. We now list possible properties

which may or may not be satis�ed by any existing FCE.

Equilibrium properties. Consider an FCE (P;�)


IFC ; �

�
with the following prop-

erties.

P1. Strictly positive prices. For all ! and m, Pm (!) > 0.

P2. Interior solution. For all i, the equilibrium net-trade �i lies in the interior of

�i.

P3. Information sensitivity. For all i,

�i (!) 2 'i
�
P (!) ; IFC (!)

�
implies �i (!) =2 'i

�
P (!) ; IFC (!0)

�
(21)

for any IFC (!0) 6= IFC (!).

Properties P1 and P2 are straightforward. By standard arbitrage arguments, P1

would be implied by strictly positive IFC-conditional expected payo¤s, i.e., E
�
Xm; �

�
� j IFC (!)

��
>

0 for all m and !. P2 must, e.g., hold for any existing FCE whenever the �i are open

sets (e.g., �i = RM).
The interesting property is P3 �Information Sensitivity�, which is stronger than an

one-one market signal function because it additionally considers �out-of-equilibrium�

maximization behavior. By P3, a net-trade which is optimal at information cell IFC (!)

for the equilibrium prices P (!) at this information cell shall not be optimal at any

di¤erent full communication information cell IFC (!0) at these �xed prices P (!). In

other words, if the information changes in the economy from one full communication

information cell to another while prices remain �xed, P3 requires the agents to react with

di¤erent optimal net-trade decisions (in at least one asset) to this change in information

at �xed prices.

It is not di¢ cult to see (without making a full-blown formal argument) that property

P3 is generic on the payo¤-space whenever A1-A2 and P2 hold: in case (21) is violated,
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one can keep X (!) (and therefore P (!)) for all ! 2 IFC (!) while perturbing X (!00) for
all !00 2 IFC (!0) 6= IFC (!) so that �i (!) 2 'i

�
P (!) ; IFC (!0)

�
will generically break

down for these new payo¤s at an interior solution.10

Theorem 3. Suppose that the asset exchange economy satis�es Assumptions A1-A2.
An FCE (P;�)



IFC ; �

�
that satis�es properties P1-P3 is, on the space of beliefs,

generically an RIE.

The proof of Theorem 3 uses the following lemma, which applies to all asset exchange

economies and all FCE (that is, the lemma does neither assume A1-A2 nor P1-P3.)

Lemma 2. An FCE (P;�)


IFC ; �

�
can only fail to be an RIE if there is some Î 6=

IFC (!) such that

�i (!) 2 'i
�
P (!) ; Î

�
(22)

whereby IFC (�) � Î for some IFC (�) 2 �FC.

The proof of Lemma 2 (relegated to the Appendix) is based on the observation that

an FCE can only fail to be an RIE whenever the rationalization process does not resolve

the ambiguous situation in which there is some state ! such that the FCE net-trade

�i (!) of some agent i at FCE prices P (!) is also optimal at some other information

cell Î 6= IFC (!) at the �xed price P (!).
Intuitively, one would think that such ambiguous situation could only occur non-

generically on the space of beliefs whenever perturbations of these beliefs have su¢ cient

impact on the agent�s net-trade decision. The proof of Theorem 3 formalizes exactly this

intuition. More speci�cally, let h denote the number of full communication information

cells IFC (�) in �FC . Our formal proof constructs a set of perturbed beliefs �" with h�1
10This can be most easily seen for (interior) zero-trade FCE of pure speculation economies where

P (!) = E
�
X;�

�
� j IFC (!)

��
for all !.

Any di¤erence between the two IFC-conditional expected values E
�
Xm (�) ; �

�
� j IFC (!0)

��
and

E
�
Xm (�)�

�
� j IFC (!)

��
for some asset m would result in

0 =2 'i
�
P (!) ; IFC (!0)

�
whenever 0 2 'i

�
P (!) ; IFC (!)

�
.
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dimensional Lebesgue measure strictly greater zero such that (P;�)


IFC ; �"

�
remains an

FCE for all perturbed beliefs �" in this set whenever (P;�)


IFC ; �

�
is an FCE. On the

other hand, for almost all perturbed beliefs �" the relationship (22) breaks down. As a

consequence, for almost all �" the FCE (P;�)


IFC ; �"

�
is also an RIE. The property P3

�Information Sensitivity�is central to our proof because it ensures that net-trades react

su¢ ciently strongly to changes in beliefs across di¤erent information cells; (the formal

role of P3 for the proof of Theorem 3 is further explained in the Remark following the

proof in the Appendix).

If one ore more of the properties P1-P3 are violated, an FCE might generically fail to

be an RIE even for asset exchange economies that satisfy assumptions A1-A2. This is,

for instance, the case in Example 1 where the FCE/REE that fail to be RIE violate P2

�Interior Solution�as well as P3 �Information Sensitivity�. To see this, consider some
FCE/REE in Example 1 where the insider sells all units of the risky asset at the high

price P1 (!H) = 2, i.e., �A;1 (!H) = �1. Obviously, P2 �Interior Solution� is violated
since �A;1 = [�1; 1]. Next note that selling all units of the risky asset at this high price is
optimal for the insider A at both full communication information cells IFC (!H) = f!Hg
and IFC (!L) = f!Lg, respectively. That is,

�1 2 'A (P1 (!H) = 2; f!Hg) as well as � 1 2 'A (P1 (!H) = 2; f!Lg) ,

which is a violation of P3 �Information Sensitivity�. Any perturbation " 2
�
�1
2
; 3
2

�
of the risky asset�s payo¤ in state !L such that X"

1 (!L) =
1
2
+ " does not change this

situation as the net-trade �1 remains optimal in state !L at P1 (!H) = 2. Consequently,
P2 as well as P3 are generically violated. The genericity argument of Theorem 3, which

is based on �rst-order conditions (and therefore always applicable to interior solutions),

does thus not apply to non-interior net-trades that are not critical points as they are

not sensitive enough to changes in beliefs and/or payo¤s.
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Appendix A: Mathematical proofs

Proof of Lemma 1

Suppose to the contrary that

IRi [P;�] (!) � I�i [P;��i] (!) ,

which is, by the rationalization process, only possible if

�i (!) =2 'i (P (!) ; I�i [P;��i] (!)) . (23)

Because of

I�i [P;��i] (!) � IPIi (!) \ [P ]�1 (!) \ [��i]�1 (!)

the market signal consists in an RIE exclusively of states in which i chooses an utility

maximizing net-trade such that markets clear at the RIE price function. That is, for all

!0 2 I�i [P;��i] (!),

�
X
j 6=i

�j (!
0) = �i (!

0) 2 'i (P (!0) ; I�i [P;��i] (!0)) . (24)

But !0 2 I�i [P;��i] (!) implies, by the Partition Condition, I�i [P;��i] (!0) = I�i [P;��i] (!)
so that, by the Measurability Condition, P (!0) = P (!) as well as �

P
j 6=i�j (!

0) =

�
P

j 6=i�j (!). Substituting in (24) gives

�
X
j 6=i

�j (!) 2 'i (P (!) ; I�i [P;��i] (!)) .

Consequently, by market clearing,

�i (!) 2 'i (P (!) ; I�i [P;��i] (!)) ,

a contradiction to (23).��

Proof of Theorem 1

We formally prove part (i). To prove that any given RIE (P;�)


IR [P;�] ; �

�
is also an

GREE, we must show that (P;�) hI� [P;�] ; �i with

I�i [P;��i] � IPIi \ [P ]�1 \ [��i]�1

is a market information equilibrium. That is, we have to show that, for all !,

�i (!) 2 'i (P (!) ; I�i [P;��i] (!)) .
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Suppose to the contrary that

�i (!) =2 'i (P (!) ; I�i [P;��i] (!)) . (25)

By de�nition of an RIE,

�i (!) 2 'i
�
P (!) ; IRi [P;�] (!)

�
so that (25) implies, by the lower bound result of Lemma 1,

I�i [P;�] (!) � IRi [P;�] (!) . (26)

But by the Measurability Condition, � and P must be constant on IRi [P;�] (!) implying

IRi [P;�] (!) � [P ]�1 (!) \ [��i]�1 (!)
,

IRi [P;�] (!) � I�i [P;��i] (!)

whereby the last step follows from IRi (!) � IPIi (!). But this is a contradiction to

(26).��

Remark. To see why the proof of Theorem 1 does work for all GREE but not for

REE without one-one price function (cf. Theorem 2), observe that an RIE (P;�)


IR; �

�
is an REE if, and only if, for all i and !,

�i (!) 2 'i (P (!) ; I�i [P ] (!))

where

I�i [P ] � IPIi \ [P ]�1 .

If the REE price function is not one-one, we may encounter the case

I�i [P;�] (!) � I�i [P ] (!) .

But then a situation where

�i � �i (!) 2 'i
�
P (!) ; IRi [P;�] (!)

�
whereas �i =2 'i (P (!) ; I�i [P ] (!))

for some IRi [P;�] (!) such that

I�i [P;�] (!) � IRi [P;�] (!) � I�i [P ] (!)

does not violate the Measurability Condition according to which �i (!) must only be

identically �i for all ! 2 IRi [P;�].
Exactly such situation is exploited by the example in Kreps (1977).
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Proof of Lemma 2

Step 1. An FCE can only fail to be an RIE if there is some agent whose rationalizable
information does not coincide with the full communication information. That is, for any

FCE (P;�)


IFC ; �

�
that fails to be an RIE there must exist some i and some ! such

that

IFC (!) � IRi [P;��i] (!) . (27)

Step 2. By the rationalization process, condition (27) is equivalent to

IFC (!) � IR;ki (!) �
\
j 6=i

Iki;j (!) \ I
R;k�1
i (!) for all k � 0

where

Iki;j (!) �
[

fIj2Pki;j(IR;k�1i (!))j�j(!)2'j(P (!);Ij)g
Ij.

Condition (27) thus holds only if the following ambiguous situation occurs throughout

the whole rationalization process. Agent i observes some choice �j (!) of which he knows

that it maximizes j�s utility at the information cell IFC (!); (else, �j (!) would not be

an utility maximizing choice in an FCE). However, agent i cannot rule out the possibility

that �j (!) has actually been chosen as an utility maximizing choice at some di¤erent

information cell Ij in the possibility set evaluated at state !.

Consequently, an FCE (P;�)


IFC ; �

�
can only fail to be an RIE if there is some

Ij 6= IFC (!) with
Ij 2 Pki;j

�
IR;k�1i (!)

�
for all k � 0;

such that

�j (!) 2 'j (P (!) ; Ij) .

Step 3. Next observe that

Pki;j
�
IR;k�1i (!)

�
� P1i;j

�
IR;0i (!)

�
for all k � 0

whereby

P1i;j
�
IR;0i (!)

�
�

[
!02IPIi (!)

�
Ij 2 � j IFC (!0) � Ij � IPIj (!0)

	
�

[
!02


�
Ij 2 � j IFC (!0) � Ij � IPIj (!0)

	
. (28)

Using the upper bound (28) for any possibility set Pki;j
�
IR;k�1i (!)

�
, i 6= j, gives us the

desired result.��
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Proof of Theorem 3

Step 1. Consider the FCE (P;�)


IFC ; �

�
. As the equilibrium net-trade �i is, by P2,

an interior point of �i, it must satisfy, by Assumptions A1-A2, the following �rst-order

conditions for all IFC (!) and all m

@

@�i;m
E
�
ui; �i

�
� j IFC (!)

������
�i(!)

� �Pm (!) = 0

,X
!02IFC(!)

u0i

 
MX
k=1

Xk (!
0) (�i;k (!) + ei;k) + Yi (!

0)

!
Xm (!

0)�i
�
!0 j IFC (!)

�
� �Pm (!) = 0

for some Lagrange multiplier � > 0. By P1, the following equation is well-de�ned for

arbitrary assets 1; 2P
!02IFC(!) u

0
i (�)X1 (!

0)�i
�
!0 j IFC (!)

�P
!02IFC(!) u

0
i (�)X2 (!0)�i (!0 j IFC (!))

=
P1 (!)

P2 (!)
,X

!02IFC(!)

z (�i (!) ; !
0)�i

�
!0 j IFC (!)

�
= 0. (29)

where

z (�i (!) ; !
0) � u0i (�)

�
X1 (!

0)� P1 (!)
P2 (!)

X2 (!
0)

�
.

Step 2. By Lemma 2, this FCE can only fail to be an RIE if there is some Î 6= IFC (!)
such that for all m

�i;m (!) 2 'i
�
P (!) ; Î

�
,

which is, by A1-A2 and P2, equivalent to

@

@�i;m
E
h
ui; �i

�
� j Î

�i����
�i(!)

� �0Pm (!) = 0

,X
!02Î

u0i

 
MX
k=1

Xk (!
0) (�i;k (!) + ei;k) + Yi (!

0)

!
Xm (!

0)�i

�
!0 j Î

�
� �0Pm (!) = 0

for some �0 > 0. By P1, this FCE can thus only fail to be an RIE if there is some

Î 6= IFC (!), satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2, such that for all assets 1 and 2X
!02Î

z (�i (!) ; !
0)�i

�
!0 j Î

�
= 0. (30)

Step 3. We construct a set of perturbed beliefs for which (29) will hold for all
IFC (�) 2 �FC whereas (30) will generically break down. Suppose that there are h
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di¤erent information cells IFC (�) in �FC and label them as IFC1 ; :::; IFCh . (Note that

h � 2 by Lemma 2.) Fix �i and write, for notational convenience, the probabilities of
the full communication information cells as

�j � �i
�
IFCj

�
.

Note that the set of h-tupels
�
�1; :::; �h

�
for all possible �i corresponds to the h � 1

dimensional open simplex

4 �
(
� 2 Rh++ j

hX
j=1

�j = 1

)
. (31)

Since h � 2, this simplex has strictly positive h�1 dimensional Lebesgue measure 1
(h�1)! .

Now pick an arbitrary IFCj 2 �FC and introduce the following open interval of

possible perturbations of probability �j

�j �
�
��j; 1� �j

�
. (32)

Fix a j-perturbation parameter "j 2 �j and de�ne �"j as follows

�"j = 1 +
"j

�j
.

Given �i introduce a perturbed belief �"i such that (i) the perturbation parameter " =�
"1; :::; "h

�
lies in the set

E �
��
"1; :::; "h

�
j "j 2

�
��j; 1� �j

�
and

�
�1; :::; �h

�
2 4

	
and (ii), for all j = 1; :::; h,

�"i (!
0) = �"j�i (!

0) for all !0 2 IFCj . (33)

Step 4. Note that we have, by construction, for all " 2 E and all IFCj 2 �FC that

�"i
�
!0 j IFCj

�
=

�"j�i (!
0)P

!002IFCj
�"j�i (!00)

=

�
1 + "j

�j

�
�i (!

0)P
!002IFCj

�
1 + "j

�j

�
�i (!00)

(34)

=
�i (!

0)

�j
= �i

�
!0 j IFCj

�
for all !0 2 IFCj .

Consequently, the set of all these perturbed beliefs

4per � f�"i j " 2 Eg

corresponds one-one through the mapping (33) to the h�1 dimensional open simplex (31)
since only the probabilities �j of the IFC1 ; :::; IFCh are changed while the IFCj -conditional
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probabilities �i(!
0)

�j
, !0 2 IFCj , remain unchanged. The set of all these perturbed beliefs

4per has therefore strictly positive h� 1 dimensional Lebesgue measure 1
(h�1)! .

By (34), we also have for every �"i 2 4per that for all IFC (!) 2 �FCX
!02IFC(!)

z (�i (!) ; !
0)�i

�
!0 j IFC (!)

�
= 0

,X
!02IFC(!)

z (�i (!) ; !
0)�"i

�
!0 j IFC (!)

�
= 0. (35)

This establishes the following result: If�i is an FCE net-trade function at equilibrium

prices P for belief �i, then �i is also an FCE net-trade function at equilibrium prices P

for all perturbed beliefs �"i that live in the set4per with strictly positive h�1 dimensional
Lebesgue measure 1

(h�1)! .

Step 5. Consider now some Î 6= IFC (!), satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2, such
that (30) holds for all assets 1 and 2. Our ultimate aim is to show thatX

!02Î

z (�i (!) ; !
0)�"i

�
!0 j Î

�
= 0 for all assets 1 and 2 (36)

breaks down for almost all perturbed beliefs �"i 2 4per despite the fact that it holds,

by assumption, for " = (0; :::; 0). To make this argument, we have to transform (36) in

several stages.

Rewrite (36) asX
IFC(�) 6=IFC(!)

�"i

�
IFC (�) j Î

� X
!02IFC(�)

z (�i (!) ; !
0)�"i

�
!0 j IFC (�)

�
+ b" = 0

where

b" = �"i

�
IFC (!) j Î

� X
!02IFC(!)

z (�i (!) ; !
0)�"i

�
!0 j IFC (!)

�
.

Observe that, by (35), b" = 0 for all ". By (34), equation (36) thus becomesX
IFC(�) 6=IFC(!)

�"i

�
IFC (�) j Î

� X
!02IFC(�)

z (�i (!) ; !
0)�i

�
!0 j IFC (�)

�
= 0.

Step 6. Consider the information cells IFC (�) 6= IFC (!) in�FC such that �"i
�
IFC (�) j Î

�
>

0 and relabel them as IFC1 ; ::; IFCk . Obviously, k � h� 1 but also k � 1 as there must be
at least one !� 2 Î such that !� =2 IFC (!) by Lemma 2. For notational simplicity let

yj �
X

!02IFCj

z (�i (!) ; !
0)�i

�
!0 j IFCj

�
,

�
"j
j � �"i

�
IFCj j Î

�
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so that equation (36) becomes
kX
j=1

yj�
"j
j = 0. (37)

Step 7. Note that the

yj = u
0
i (�i (!) ; !

0)

�
X1 (!

0)� P1 (!)
P2 (!)

X2 (!
0)

�
in (37) actually depend on the two assets 1 and 2 and write, for the moment, yj � yj [1; 2]
to emphasize this dependence. For (37) being not trivially true for all assets irrespective

of perturbed beliefs �"jj , we need to ensure that there are at least two assets 1 and 2

for some j such that yj [1; 2] is not zero. Recall from Step 2 that, by A1-A2 and P1-P2,

yj [1; 2] = 0 for all assets 1 and 2 implies

�i (!) 2 'i
�
P (!) ; IFCj

�
.

But because �i (!) 2 'i
�
P (!) ; IFCj

�
with IFCj 6= IFC (!) would violate P3 Information

Sensitivity, there must exist for every j = 1; ::; k some assets 1 and 2 (possibly depending

on j) such that yj [1; 2] 6= 0. From now on we pick for any j = 1; ::; k such assets 1 and

2 implying yj � yj [1; 2] 6= 0 for all j = 1; ::; k in (37). (Actually, considering only one
yj 6= 0 for an arbitrary j would be su¢ cient for our argument.)
Step 8. Next we need to ensure that there are �"jj in (37) which take on varying

values in (0; 1) for di¤erent perturbations " 2 E . More speci�cally, there are two di¤erent
cases why �"jj might remain constant (either zero or one) for all " 2 E . We consider each
case in turn.

Case i.) Observe that �"jj = 0 if, and only if,

IFCj \ Î = ;.

Denote by k� � k the number of �"jj such that �"jj > 0 and write (without loss of

generality) IFC1 ; ::; IFCk� for all the IFCj with �"jj > 0. Let us rewrite (37) as

k�X
j=1

yj�
"j
j = 0 (38)

and note that Lemma 2 implies k� � 1 (i.e., there must be some !� =2 IFC (!)).
Case ii.) By Lemma 2, we have either IFC (!) � Î or IFCj � Î. That is,

�
"j
j = �

"
i

�
IFCj j Î

�
= 1
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if, and only if, for some j, IFCj = Î. But this would imply

�i (!) 2 'i

�
P (!) ; Î

�
,

�i (!) 2 'i
�
P (!) ; IFCj

�
,

a violation of P3 Information Sensitivity. Consequently, �"jj 6= 1 by P3.
To summarize: For all j = 1; :::; k�, with k� � 1, the probabilities �"jj in (38) take on

varying values in (0; 1) for di¤erent perturbations " 2 E . Collect the �" = (�"11 ; :::; �
"k�
k� )

for all possible perturbations in the set

�" �

8<:�" = (�"11 ; :::; �"k�k� ) j �"j = �"i

�
IFCj \ Î

�
�"i

�
Î
� and �"i 2 4per

9=;
and observe that �" is an open, non-empty subset of Rk�.
Step 9. By Step 7 together with Step 8, we have yj�

"j
j 6= 0 for all j = 1; ::; k� in

(38) for any perturbations. Observe that the set(
(�"11 ; :::; �

"k�
k� ) 2 �" j

k�X
j=1

yj�
"j
j = 0

)

has k�-dimensional Lebesgue measure zero because it is a subset of the k��1 dimensional
hyperplane (

(� 1; ::; � k�) 2 Rk
� j

k�X
j=1

yj� j = 0

)
(cf. Billingsley 1995, p. 172). Because of k� � k � h � 1, the subset of the perturbed
beliefs in 4per that satisfy equation equation (38), and thereby equation (36), can thus

only have an h� 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure of zero.
However, under Step 4 we had already established that the set of perturbed beliefs

4per has a strictly positive h�1-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Consequently, equation
(36) will be violated for almost all perturbations

�
"1; :::; "h

�
2 E , i.e., for almost all

�"i 2 4per. This proves the Theorem.��

Remark. Note that P3 Information Sensitivity was used twice in the above proof.
First, it was used as a su¢ cient condition for ensuring that the yj, j = 1; :::; k, are

non-zero (cf. Step 7). Else, (38) might reduce to 0 = 0 so that (36) would trivially hold

for all �"i 2 4per.
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Second, it was used as a su¢ cient condition for ensuring that not all �"jj , j = 1; :::; k
�,

become one (cf. case (ii) of Step 8). Else, (38) might reduce to

k�X
j=1

yj = 0

so that, again, (36) holds for all �"i 2 4per regardless of the value of the perturbation

parameter ". That is, P3 Information Sensitivity ensures that the perturbation of be-

liefs may have any impact on optimal net-trades that are described through �rst-order

conditions.

Appendix B: Illustration of the rationalization process

We illustrate the rationalization process for the following example.

Example 3. Consider a pure speculation economy with one risky asset
and state space


 = f!1; !2; !3; !4g .

The private information partitions of the risk-neutral agents, A and B, are

given as

�PIA = ff!1; !2g ; f!3; !4gg ,
�PIB = ff!1; !3g ; f!2; !4gg .

Both agents have a common prior � such that

! X (!) � (!)

!1 1 1
4

!2 5 1
4

!3 3 1
4

!4 2 1
4

We assume that each agent can choose any net-trade in R. Agent i�s net-
trade correspondence is thus given as

'i (P (!) ; Ii (!)) = argmax
�i2R

X
!02Ii(!)

((X (!0)� P (!)) �i)� (!0 j Ii (!)) .

�
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Restrict attention to the zero-trade FCE (P;�)


IFC ; �

�
such that, for all !,

P (!) = X (!) ,

�A (!) = �B (!) = 0,

IFC (!) = f!g .

Since the FCE price function is one-one, this FCE is also an REE/GREE. The ra-

tionalization process at (P;�) terminates at k = 3 revealing the full communication

information to both agents. Consequently, the FCE is also an RIE.11 In what follows

we describe in detail the rationalization process at (P;�) whereby the rationalizable

information at di¤erent stages will be given as follows:

! IR;0A (!) IR;1A (!) IR;2A (!) IR;3A (!) = IR;1A (!)

!1 f!1; !2g f!1g f!1g f!1g
!2 f!1; !2g f!2g f!2g f!2g
!3 f!3; !4g f!3g f!3g f!3g
!4 f!3; !4g f!3; !4g f!3; !4g f!4g

! IR;0B (!) IR;1B (!) IR;2B (!) IR;3B (!) = IR;1B (!)

!1 f!1; !3g f!1g f!1g f!1g
!2 f!2; !4g f!2g f!2g f!2g
!3 f!1; !3g f!1; !3g f!3g f!3g
!4 f!2; !4g f!4g f!4g f!4g

Let k = 0. Initialize

IR;0A = IPIA ,

IR;0B = IPIB .

Let k = 1. Start with agent A and identify for each state the possibility sets:

P1A;B
�
IR;0A (!1)

�
= P1A;B

�
IR;0A (!2)

�
=

n
IB 2 � j IFC (!1) � IB � IR;0B (!1)

o
[
n
IB 2 � j IFC (!2) � IB � IR;0B (!2)

o
= ff!1g ; f!1; !3g ; f!2g ; f!2; !4gg

11At the FCE one-one price function all net-trades �A (!) ;�B (!) 2 R such that �A (!) = ��B (!)
constitute an FCE which is also an RIE. This situation is an example for the generic case described in

Theorem 3 since we only have interior FCE net-trades.
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as well as

P1A;B
�
IR;0A (!3)

�
= P1A;B

�
IR;0A (!4)

�
=

n
IB 2 � j IFC (!3) � IB � IR;0B (!3)

o
[
n
IB 2 � j IFC (!4) � IB � IR;0B (!4)

o
= ff!3g ; f!1; !3g ; f!4g ; f!2; !4gg .

With respect to all information cells in the possibility set P1A;B
�
IR;0A (!1)

�
, the zero

trade is optimal for agent B at price P (!1) = 1 only at information cell f!1g as B
would love to buy in�nitely many units of the asset at price 1 at all other information

cells in P1A;B
�
IR;0A (!1)

�
, i.e.,

I1A;B (!1) =
[

fIB2ff!1g;f!1;!3g;f!2g;f!2;!4ggj02'B(1;IB)g

IB

= f!1g .

For the remaining states we obtain

I1A;B (!2) =
[

fIB2ff!1g;f!1;!3g;f!2g;f!2;!4ggj02'B(5;IB)g

IB

= f!2g ,

I1A;B (!3) =
[

fIB2ff!3g;f!1;!3g;f!4g;f!2;!4ggj02'B(3;IB)g

IB

= f!3g ,

I1A;B (!4) =
[

fIB2ff!3g;f!1;!3g;f!4g;f!2;!4ggj02'B(2;IB)g

IB

= f!1; !3g [ f!4g
= f!1; !3; !4g

whereby I1A;B (!4) is not a singleton because of the ambiguity arising from

0 2 'B (2; f!1; !3g) = 'B (2; f!4g) .

As A�s rationalizable information at stage k = 1, we thus obtain

IR;1A (!1) = IPIA (!1) \ I1A;B (!1) = f!1g ,
IR;1A (!2) = IPIA (!2) \ I1A;B (!2) = f!2g ,
IR;1A (!3) = IPIA (!3) \ I1A;B (!3) = f!3g ,
IR;1A (!4) = IPIA (!4) \ I1A;B (!4) = f!3; !4g .
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Analogously, we obtain for agent B the following rationalizable information at stage

k = 1

IR;1B (!1) = f!1g ,
IR;1B (!2) = f!2g ,
IR;1B (!3) = f!1; !3g ,
IR;1B (!4) = f!4g ,

whereby IR;1B (!3) is not a singleton because of

0 2 'A (3; f!3g) = 'A (3; f!1; !2g) .

Let k = 2. Start with A and note that it is su¢ cient to focus on !4 since the ratio-
nalizable information in all other states has already converged to the full communication

information. As possibility set we obtain

P2A;B
�
IR;1A (!4)

�
=

n
IB 2 � j IFC (!3) � IB � IR;1B (!3)

o
[
n
IB 2 � j IFC (!4) � IB � IR;1B (!4)

o
= ff!3g ; f!1; !3g ; f!4gg

so that

I2A;B (!4) =
[

fIB2ff!3g;f!1;!3g;f!4ggj02'B(2;IB)g

IB

= f!1; !3; !4g .

Consequently, the rationalizable information of agent A in state !4 remains the same at

k = 2 as at k = 1, i.e.,

IR;2A (!4) = I
R;1
A (!4) \ I2A;B (!4) = f!3; !4g .

Turn now to agent B and focus on !3. Observe that

P2B;A
�
IR;1B (!3)

�
=

n
IA 2 � j IFC (!1) � IA � IR;1A (!1)

o
[
n
IA 2 � j IFC (!3) � IA � IR;1A (!3)

o
= ff!1gg [ ff!3gg
= ff!1g ; f!3gg

implying

I2B;A (!3) =
[

fIA2ff!1g;f!3ggj02'A(3;IA)g

IA

= f!3g .
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Consequently, the rationalizable information of agent B at k = 2 coincides with the full

communication information, i.e., for all !,

IR;2B (!) = f!g . (39)

Let k = 3. It remains to consider A�s rationalizable information in state !4. Because
of (39), IFC (!) = IR;2B (!) so that A�s possibility set becomes

P3A;B
�
IR;2A (!4)

�
=

n
IB 2 � j IFC (!3) � IB � IR;2B (!3)

o
[
n
IB 2 � j IFC (!4) � IB � IR;2B (!4)

o
= ff!3g ; f!4gg .

Consequently,

I2A;B (!4) =
[

fIB2ff!3g;f!4ggj02'B(2;IB)g

IB

= f!4g

so that

IR;3A (!4) = f!4g .

That is, the rationalization process terminates at k = 3 whereby both agents have

inferred the full communication information.��
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